
Forward Detachment Deep
Operations

Situation in Northwestern Manchuria

Soviet staff officers planning operations in northwestern Manchuria faced
problems considerably different from those of their counterparts in other
regions. In most areas significant terrain obstacles (deserts, mountains, or
swamps) confronted the initial Soviet attack. Yet, once the Soviets had
overcome these obstacles, prospects for success were good. In northwest
Manchuria, however, the most significant terrain obstacle, the Grand Khingan
Mountains, was 300 kilometers from the border. In order to reach the Grand
Khingans, an invasion force would first have to traverse the expanse of
terrain known as the Barga Plateau. To further complicate matters, the
Japanese stationed several regular units in the region to defend fortified
positions against an enemy advance across the plateau. Any invasion force
had to cross the plateau and secure passes through the Grand Khingans
into central Manchuria.

Aside from its vast area, the plateau region contained few major natural
obstacles. Bounded on the north by the Argun River, on the south by the
Khalkhin-Gol, and on the east by the Grand Khingans, the plateau region
formed a salient between. Siberia and Outer Mongolia. Occasional buttes,
rocky hills, and dry streambeds punctuated the usually flat relief of the
plateau. Vegetation was limited to steppe grass and brush. The most impor-
tant terrain feature was the Hailar Ho, which flowed from east to west
across the central portion of the plateau. Along this river ran a major rail
line connecting Chita in Siberia with Tsitsihar and Harbin in central
Manchuria. The only major road in the region paralleled the rail line. The
few major towns in the region were also located along those communica-
tions routes: Chalainor and Manchouli, for example, were at the northeast
terminus of the railroad, adjacent to the Soviet border. In the heart of the
plateau region, located on a river of the same name, was Hailar, the key
strategic objective in the region. Farther east, the town of Yakoshih wa.-
on the west side of the Grand Khingans, where the rail line and road entered
passes through those mountains.
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The main northwest to southeast rail line, with its associated road and
population centers, was the principal avenue of approach across the plateau
to the Grand Khingans. The Soviets had used this approach during their
punitive expedition against the Chinese in 1929. Drawing on the historical
record, the Japanese placed their defenses on this route.1 Unlike other areas
of Manchuria, however, the plateau had alternate trafficable approaches.
Although it lacked a good road network, soil conditions and terrain permitted
relatively easy movement of forces along the numerous hard tracks and
trails that crisscrossed the plateau. The only obstacles to movement were
the swamps along the Argun River, occasional bogs (some dry) along the
river beds, and sandy areas primarily south of Hailar toward the Khalkhin-
Gol.

The climate of northwestern Manchuria was much dryer than that of
other areas of Manchuria. During August, one could expect only occasional
showers and thunderstorms. The 30° C daytime average temperature, how-
ever, made adequate water supply a major concern for any force operating
in the region.

Given the geographical configuration of the northwest and the wide
expanse forces would have to cross in order to penetrate into central Man-
churia, the Soviets launched only supporting attacks into the region. The
aim of these attacks was to occupy the plateau as quickly as possible, secure
the Grand Khingan passes, and prevent as many of the Japanese forces as
possible from withdrawing to join their comrades to the south. The Soviets
sought to secure Hailar by a rapid deep offensive thrust to cut the rail line
east of the city and, in so doing, to isolate Japanese forces defending that
city and the Chalainor-Manchouli Fortified Region farther west.

Japanese Defenses

The Soviet plan gave serious consideration to the Japanese defenses.
The Japanese 4th Separate Army of Lt. Gen. Uemura Mikio, with head-
quarters at Tsitsihar, was responsible for defending north central and north-
western Manchuria. In order to defend the region northwest of the Grand
Khingans, the 4th Separate Army stationed Lt. Gen. Shiozawa Kiyonobu's
119th Infantry Division and the 80th Independent Mixed Brigade at Hailar.
The 119th Division was one of the best equipped units of the Kwantung
Army. It had almost all its authorized arms and equipment, although it
did lack heavy infantry weapons and grenade launchers. As in the case of
other divisions, however, the Japanese rated its fighting capacity to be less
than that of a prewar standing division. In the event of war, the 119th
Infantry Division was to fall back and defend the passes through the Grand
Khingan Mountains from Yakoshih to Pokotu.2 The 80th Independent Mixed
Brigade (IMB) defended Hailar and provided smaller forces to garrison
Manchouli and the Soviet and Mongolian borders north and south of the
city. The 80th IMB contained five infantry battalions, a raiding battalion,
an artillery battalion, and support units. Its major defensive position was
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the Hailar Fortified Region, a series of five strong centers of resistance
around the city. In all but one of these sectors, 80th IMB stationed at least
a battalion of infantry with artillery support. An infantry company defended
the other position. The 80th IMB assigned two companies to defend fortified
positions at Manchouli and Chalainor. A platoon-size force based at Sanho
(Soviet name, Dragotsenka) manned outposts on the Manchurian side of
the Argun River, while another platoon-size force manned similar outposts
to the south on the Mongolian border near Nomonhan (Khalkhin-Gol).
Because the 80th IMB numbered only about 6,000 men,3 auxiliary units
assisted the Japanese in their defensive tasks. The Manchurian 10th Military
District at Hailar included two cavalry regiments (50th and 51st) and several
smaller cavalry units in the immediate Hailar area.4 Other small Manchurian
units were stationed at Manchouli and along the Mongolian border. Lesser
regional forces, primarily cavalry, including a few score Russian e'migre
cossacks, operated in the region northeast of Hailar.

Missions and Tasks

Against these Japanese forces and their auxiliaries in northwest Man-
churia, Marshal Malinovsky's Trans-Baikal Front committed the 36th Army
of Lt. Gen. A. A. Luchinsky. Issued on 28 June, Malinovsky's orders from
the. Far East Command tasked the 36th Army to make a secondary attack
with the bulk of its forces from the Duroy-Staro Tsurukhaytuy area toward
Hailar. The army's immediate mission was to cooperate with a portion of
39th Army in preventing the Japanese from withdrawing into the Grand
Khingan Mountains and to crush Japanese forces at Hailar and in the
Hailar Fortified Region. Subsequently, the army would cross the Grand
Khingan Mountains and take the city of Chalantun. 5

Malinovsky refined the tasking from the Far East Command and issued
36th Army its orders, directing it to attack decisively to envelop the Hailar
Fortified Region from the northeast, to destroy the Japanese at Hailar, and
to prevent the Japanese from withdrawing to the Grand Khingan Moun-
tains. The Soviets expected that by the tenth day of the operation, 36th
Army would have secured Chalainor, Hailar, and Yakoshih. Malinovsky's
order specified the creation of a strong main attack force consisting of the
2d and 86th Rifle Corps (five reinforced rifle divisions) placed on the army's
left flank. This main attack formation would attack across the Argun River
and secure the Hairukan Mountains, develop the army offensive to seize
the northern part of the Hailar Fortified Region, penetrate the fortified region
from the northeast, and complete the destruction of Japanese forces, while
preventing their withdrawal. An operational group* deployed on the right
flank of the army would make a secondary attack: it would penetrate the
Chalainor-Manchouli Fortified Region, secure those two cities, pursue the
enemy eastward along the railroad, occupy Tsagan Station, and attack Hailar
from the west. 6

*A temporary grouping of forces to operate on a separate axis from main army forces.
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Separated from other Trans-Baikal forces by a distance of 100-120
kilometers, 36th Army had a frontage of about 250 kilometers. It would
attack along two distinct axes separated from one another by 100 kilometers,
but ultimately converging on Hailar.

Operational Planning

To perform these missions, General Luchinsky's army had seven rifle
divisions, two rifle corps headquarters, and two fortified regions.7 Front
attached a tank brigade and two tank battalions to permit the army to
operate rapidly to the depths of the Japanese defense and sufficient artillery
to reduce the fortified regions in its sector. Extensive engineer and bridg-
ing support by the front permitted 36th Army to plan an orderly crossing
of the Argun River (see table 7-1).

Throughout early July, Luchinsky worked out his operational plans.
Soviet estimates of Japanese forces in the region were accurate, but the
prohibition on Soviet troops operating within twenty kilometers of the border,
in order to preserve surprise, made accurate reconnaissance of Japanese
positions difficult. Luchinsky relied primarily on reports from front head-
quarters and on information obtained from Soviet fortified regions and
*border detachments stationed on the frontiers. By mid-July, the 36th Army
commander had finished work on his plans. Marshals Vasilevsky* and
Malinovsky visited General Luchinsky's headquarters, and together they
conducted a reconnaissance of the border region from Otpor Station to Staro
Tsurukhaytuy. On the basis of that reconnaissance, General Luchinsky's
superiors approved his plan.8

According to the plan, five rifle divisions and one tank brigade would
make the 36th Army's main attack across the Argun River between Duroy
and Staro Tsurukhaytuy in the direction of Hailar. Under the control of 2d
Rifle Corps and 86th Rifle Corps, this force would envelop Hailar from the
northeast, cut Japanese withdrawal routes to Yakoshih, and destroy Japanese
units in the Hailar Fortified Region. An operational group of two rifle divi-
sions and two artillery machine gun brigades would penetrate the Chalainor-
Manchouli Fortified Region and pursue the retreating Japanese eastward
along the rail line to Hailar, there joining the army's main force. 9 A strong
forward detachment, organized around the 205th Tank Brigade and com-
manded by the deputy commander of the 86th Rifle Corps, Maj. Gen. V. A.
Burmasov, would lead the main attack on the Hailar axis of advance to
secure crossing sites for the army over the Moer Gol by the evening of 9
August (see table 7-2).

*Commander of the Soviet Far East Command.
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Table 7-1. Soviet 36th Army Composition

36th Army: Lt. Gen. A. A. Luchinsky
2d Rifle Corps: Lt. Gen. A. I. Lopatin

103d Rifle Division
275th Rifle Division
292d Rifle Division

86th Rifle Corps: Maj. Gen. C. V. Revunenkov
94th Rifle Division
210th Rifle Division

Operational Group: Maj. Gen. S. S. Fomenko
293d Rifle Division
298th Rifle Division
31st Fortified Region
32d Fortified Region

205th Tank Brigade
33d Separate Tank Battalion
35th Separate Tank Battalion
68th Separate Armored Train
69th Separate Armored Train
259th Howitzer Artillery Regiment
267th Gun Artillery Regiment
1233d Gun Artillery Regiment
1146th High Powered Howitzer Artillery Regiment
1912th Tank Destroyer Artillery Regiment
32d Guards Mortar Regiment
176th Mortar Regiment
177th Mortar Regiment
190th Mortar Regiment
7th Antiaircraft Artillery Division

465th Antiaircraft Artillery Regiment
474th Antiaircraft Artillery Regiment
602d Antiaircraft Artillery Regiment
632d Antiaircraft Artillery Regiment

120th Separate Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion
405th Separate Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion
68th Engineer Sapper Brigade

Source: M. V. Zakharov, ed., Final: istoriko-memuarny ocherk o razgrome imperialisticheskoi
iapony v 1945 godu [Finale: A historical memoir survey about the rout of imperialistic Japan
in 1945] (Moskva: Izdatel'stvo "Nauka," 1969), 399-400.

_
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Source: L. N. Vnotchenko, Pobeda na dal'nem vostoke [Victory in the Far East] (Moskva:
Voennoe Izdatel'stvo, 1971), 178-79.

On the same evening, an advanced element of the forward detachment
would secure the railroad bridge across the Hailar River, while two recon-
naissance detachments would seize other crossing sites east of Hailar. An
army artillery group of seven artillery battalions and two corps of artillery
destruction groups provided the firepower to support the crossing of the
Argun River and the reduction of Japanese fortified positions. A ten-minute
artillery preparation would precede the attack of the operational group
against the Chalainor-Manchouli defenses, but in order to guarantee surprise,
no preparation would be fired along the Argun River.10 General Luchinsky
also took care to provide the forward detachment sufficient artillery to facili-
tate its advance deep into the Japanese rear. One bomber aviation division
of the 12th Air Army would support the operation with sorties against the
Japanese fortified regions, air fields, and troop concentrations.11 The limited
armor resources of the 36th Army were concentrated in one tank brigade
and two separate tank battalions. The 205th Tank Brigade provided the
nucleus for the army forward detachment. The 33d and 35th Tank Battalions
provided infantry support. 12

The Trans-Baikal Front attached a considerable number of engineer units
to 36th Army to perform the important function of covering the forward
deployment of the army and preparing approach routes to the border. More
important, the augmented engineer units would provide the means for advanc-
ing units to cross the Argun River and support the reduction of Japanese
fortified positions. The 36th Army received the 68th Army Engineer Sapper
Brigade consisting of four engineer-sapper battalions (295th, 296th, 297th,
and 298th), the 2d and 17th Separate Motorized Pontoon Bridge Battalions,
and the 12th Separate Motorized Pontoon Bridge Regiment. Bridging units
would provide direct bridging support to the 2d and 86th Rifle Corps. The
36th Army would concentrate all bridging equipment on the Argun River

Table 7-2. 36th Army Forward Detachment

36th Army Forward Detachment: Maj. Gen. V. A. Burmasov

205th Tank Brigade: Lt. Col. N. A. Kurnosov
152d Rifle Regiment (94th Rifle Division)-on trucks
158th Tank Destroyer Battalion
1st Battalion, 32d Guards Mortar Regiment
97th Light Artillery Regiment
791st SP Artillery Battalion (SU-76), 94th Rifle Division
465th Antiaircraft Artillery Regiment
1st Battalion, 176th Mortar Regiment
1st Company, 124th Sapper Battalion
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by the evening of 8 August. In order to conduct assault crossings before
emplacing bridges, front attached to the army a company of American-made
DUKWs* assigned to the 653d Large Amphibious Vehicle Battalion.13

As in other regions where the Trans-Baikal Front deployed, the absence
of water was a potentially serious problem, in particular in the region between
the Argun River and Hailar City. Hence, the attached 90th Separate Field
Water Supply Company had the job of finding and maintaining water sources
and storing any water it found. The unit subdivided into reconnaissance
groups of four to six men each under an experienced engineer officer who,
with a vehicle and survey equipment, would accompany advancing units in
search of water. Unfortunately, lack of good maps and drilling equipment
hindered their operations. Water sources and water supply points, when found
and set up, were maintained jointly by a battalion of the army engineer-
sapper brigade and a company from each rifle corps and from each rifle
division sapper battalion. Water points were fifteen to forty kilometers apart
in the concentration areas and on the routes of advance. 14

Luchinsky had two major problems to solve even before his forces could
strike at the Japanese. First, he had to deploy his main attack force into
the marshy, sandy region west of the Argun River, between Staro Tsuruk-
haytuy and Duroy. Once in position, he had to move those forces across
the 150-meter-wide Argun River. Furthermore, the flood plain of the Argun
River was twelve kilometers wide in places, and swampland extended in
patches four to five kilometers wide on either side of the river. In order to
overcome these obstacles, the 68th Army Engineer-Sapper Brigade built
corduroy approach roads to all prospective crossing sites. The lack of trees
on the Soviet side of the border forced the engineers, under the personal
command of General A. D. Tsirlin, Trans-Baikal Front chief of engineers,
to dismantle the wooden houses at Staro Tsurukhaytuy and use that material
to construct roads. While the engineers built approach roads twenty to twenty-
five kilometers from the river, they also camouflaged the roads and dug
foxholes and shelters for tanks and vehicles. With sapper advice, maneuver
units themselves accomplished camouflaging tasks in troop concentration
areas.15 All movement of.forces into these concentration areas and jumping-
off positions was done under cover of night. Moreover, the usual July and
August fog complicated the movement. Nevertheless, by the evening of the
eighth, all forces with their supporting bridging equipment were in their
appointed positions.

Gen. G. V. Revunenkov's 86th Rifle Corps, comprising the 94th and the
210th Rifle Divisions, occupied jumping-off positions between Duroy and
Belaya Glinka on the right flank of the main attack sector. The 2d Separate
Motorized Pontoon Bridge Battalion, with bridging equipment and thirty
boats, provided crossing means for the corps. The 2d Rifle Corps of Gen.

*Light amphibious vehicles.
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A. I. Lopatin, composed of the 103d and 292d Rifle Divisions, deployed on
the banks of the Argun between Staro Tsurukhaytuy and Belaya Glinka,
with the 17th Separate Pontoon Bridge Battalion in support. In addition to
its bridges and boats, the battalion also had thirty large amphibious vehicles
of the 653d Amphibious Vehicle Battalion attached. The 12th Separate
Pontoon Bridge Regiment deployed to the rear of the two advanced rifle
corps in order to support passage across the river by army artillery units.
The army forward detachment (205th Tank Brigade, reinforced) moved up
late on the evening of 8 August with orders to concentrate at Pad Klimechi
by 0600 on the following morning. This forward detachment would advance
after lead elements of the two rifle corps secured bridgeheads over the Argun
River and after bridges were in place. Gen. S. S. Fomenko's operational
group of the 293d Rifle Division, 398th Rifle Division, and two artillery
machine gun brigades deployed opposite the Japanese Chalainor-Manchouli
Fortified Region. The army reserve, the 275th Rifle Division of Col. K. F.
Mayorov, occupied positions in the rear of 2d Rifle Corps in readiness to
support the advance of that corps.1 6

Each of the deployed rifle corps and rifle divisions created special sub-
units in order to engage Japanese strongpoints, to block Japanese counter-
attacks, and to clear obstacles from the path of advancing troops. Rifle
divisions created assault groups made up of blockading subgroups and
security subgroups. A blockading subgroup contained one or two sapper
platoons, while the security subgroup contained one or two rifle platoons, a
T-34 tank, and one or two artillery pieces. Each subgroup carried high
explosives for demolishing bunkers. Rifle corps, rifle divisions, and rifle
regiments also created mobile obstacle detachments of sapper squad to sapper
company strength, each equipped with mines. A battalion of the army
engineer-sapper brigade equipped with four vehicles and 600 antitank and
600 antipersonnel mines performed the same function at army level. In the
operational group sector, for two days before the attack, engineers of the
two rifle divisions cleared mines and obstacles from their front. In all, they
cut seventeen corridors through the dense obstacle network. 17

36th Army Attack

At 0020 on 9 August, along the 36th Army front, border guard assault
units and reconnaissance elements of attacking rifle divisions began crossing
the Argun River and engaging Japanese outposts on the south bank (see
map 7-1). The army artillery group fired an intense ten-minute prepara-
tion on Japanese fortified positions in the Chalainor-Manchouli sector in
order to cover the advance of General Fomenko's operational group. Along
the Argun, in darkness and dense fog, an advanced battalion from each
rifle division used boats and rafts to cross, as engineers struggled to com-
plete roads to the river and to bring their bridging equipment forward.
Assault units quickly secured the far bank of the river to a depth of one or
two kilometers, and at 0200 engineers finished work on approach roads to
the river.
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One hour later, the 17th Separate Motorized Pontoon Bridge Battalion
threw a thirty-ton, thirty-meter-long bridge across the river, while advanced
battalions of 2d Rifle Corps made five assault crossings on rafts and boats.
On the left flank of 2d Rifle Corps, near Staro Tsurukhaytuy, the 635th
Large Amphibious Vehicle Battalion transported two rifle regiments across
the river within twenty-five minutes. In accordance with the support plan,
engineers then floated five pontoon bridges across the river.* Such efficient
bridging permitted the army to complete the crossing of the Argun within
a total of thirteen hours. 18 Once the lead elements of 2d and 86th Rifle
Corps had crossed the Argun River, the rifle divisions and corps prepared
for further movement south in three columns toward Yakoshih and Hailar.
A mobile forward detachment led each column.

The central role in the exploitation fell to the army forward detach-
ment. At 0600 the reinforced 205th Tank Brigade moved out of its assembly
area at Pad Klimechi and began crossing the Argun River (see map 7-2).
Its orders were to lunge forward along the Staro Tsurukhaytuy-Hailar road
to secure crossings over the Moer Gol at Touchshan. It was to accomplish
this at the same time that the lead detachment crossed the Hailar Ho and
secured the railroad bridge into Hailar. The brigade completed crossing the
Argun at 1500 and, led by a reinforced tank platoon, struck southward at
maximum speed in march formation. Meeting virtually no Japanese opposi-
tion, the main body of the 205th Tank Brigade reached Postoianyi Dyor in
the Burkhata Valley at 2000 on 9 August. At the same time, its reconnais-
sance units approached the Moer Gol, where General Luchinsky gave the
brigade new instructions to conduct a night attack on Hailar and, if possible,
to secure the city and fortified region by the morning of the tenth. The
army commander also ordered General Burmasov to "conduct an active
reconnaissance to the east to the Mekert Ho and Charote Ho." 19

Burmasov ordered the advance to continue throughout the night. Word
soon arrived from the reconnaissance detachment, which had bypassed
Japanese fortifications north of Hailar, that the main rail bridge over the
Hailar Ho was intact and defended by only a platoon of Japanese. Burmasov
ordered an immediate attack by the forward detachment, and the bridge
was in Soviet hands by 2130. The remainder of the 205th Tank Brigade
now closed on Hailar. Leaving a motorized rifle battalion to contain Japanese
forces on Anbo Shan north of the city, General Burmasov ordered a general
night attack on the city and fortified region. He specifically ordered the
205th Tank Brigade "to envelop the center of resistance 'Eastern Hill' and
attack Hailar from the northeast, securing the railroad station and workers'
settlement, and then the center of the city."20 The 152d Rifle Regiment with
reinforcing units would envelop Hailar from the east and south to secure
the southern portion of the city. The 205th Tank Brigade maneuvered into
position and launched its attack at 2300, securing both the railroad station

*Two nine-ton, one sixteen-ton, and one thirty-ton within two and one-half hours; one sixty-
ton within four hours.
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Map 7-2. The 205th Tank Brigade Assault on Hailar, 9-10 August
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and the workers' settlement. Heavy Japanese artillery fire from Mount Oboto,
ten to twelve kilometers northwest of the city, and from positions overlooking
Hailar from the west and southwest, halted any further advance by the
tank brigade. Repeated Japanese counterattacks, however, could not drive
the brigade out of its newly won positions. Meanwhile, the 152d Rifle Regi-
ment, which was supposed to attack thirty minutes after the 205th Tank
Brigade, did not complete its complicated night march until early on the
morning of the tenth. Only then did it join the fray, occupying the eastern
and southern sectors of Hailar before fierce Japanese resistance stopped
it.21

Soviet artillery firing on Hailar

Throughout the tenth, the 205th Tank Brigade struggled to maintain
its foothold in Hailar against heavy Japanese artillery fire and occasional
counterattacks. General Luchinsky ordered the 94th Rifle Division of Maj.
Gen. I. V. Zamakhayev to assist the 205th Tank Brigade. In order to effect
a speedy relief, he provided vehicles to the division. At 2400 on 10 August
the 3d Battalion, 9th Rifle Regiment, 94th Rifle Division, linked up with
the beleaguered 205th Tank Brigade. 22

_ __ I
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Conclusions

Thus ended the dramatic march of the 205th Tank Brigade. In less
than twelve hours, the brigade had raced 100 kilometers ahead of the army
main force and had secured important crossings over the Hailar Ho and a
foothold in the city. At the same time, the 2d Rifle Corps had advanced
eastward and southward, clearing Japanese forces from Dragotsenka and
moving slowly through the mountains toward Nazhikbulak and Yakoshih.
The 86th Rifle Corps had followed the 205th Tank Brigade toward Hailar,
and General Fomenko's operational group had cleared Manchouli and Cha-
lainor and had advanced eastward toward Tsagan Station and Hailar.

This audacious Soviet attack took Japanese forces by complete surprise.
The 36th Army overwhelmed the Manchouli and Chalainor defenders, who
had suffered heavy losses and had withdrawn in disorder toward Hailar on
the evening of 9 August.23 The 80th IMB at Hailar, in accordance with 4th
Separate Army orders, undertook stoic, though futile, resistance against the
205th Tank Brigade and, later, against the entire weight of the 86th Rifle
Corps. The Japanese 4th Separate Army ordered the 119th Infantry Division
early on 9 August to withdraw and defend the Wunoehr Fortified Region,
which protected the Grand Khingan passes between Yakoshih and Pokotu.
Barely escaping the deep thrust of the 205th Tank Brigade, the 119th
Infantry Division entrained and left Hailar during the afternoon and evening
of the ninth and successfully occupied its defensive positions in the Grand
Khingans.2 4 Manchurian cavalry forces of the 10th Military District escaped
southward, only to run into the advancing columns of the Soviet 94th Rifle
Corps.

Thus the audacious deep strike of the 205th Tank Brigade only partially
achieved its objectives, for it did not trap all Japanese forces in the Hailar
area. Its spectacular marches covered an extensive distance and secured a
foothold in Hailar, thus blocking any further movement of Japanese forces
eastward. It is unlikely,, however, that the 80th IMB would have abandoned
its position. Like other Japanese units in fortified regions, its orders specified
defense to the last man. In the end, the 80th IMB's defense tied down two
full Soviet divisions and a multitude of artillery units. Not until 18 August
did the Soviets finally snuff out resistance at Hailar, after Soviet bombers,
artillery, and infantry sapper assault units had reduced the zone pillbox-by-
pillbox. The Japanese 119th Infantry Division, having escaped eastward,
conducted a tenacious four-day defense of the Grand Khingan passes before
Soviet forces finally penetrated to Pokotu on the eastern fringe of the
mountains.

The 205th Tank Brigade conducted the deepest independent operation
by a unit of its size in the Manchurian campaign. Despite the mixed results,
its feat illustrates the innovative manner in which the Soviets tailored and
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used forward detachments throughout the campaign. That the brigade did
not totally succeed in its mission is the result less of its omissions than of
the rapid reaction of the 119th Infantry Division during its hurried escape
from the advancing Soviet dragnet.
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